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In t~is paper, we provide our view of t:te current understanding of high-srakes ties ofl::e'l 
occurrirg ir'l forensic CCr"texts. We underscore the i:'l"'\portance of :avoid'r:g widespread 
pitfalls of deception detecr·on and cha!le"'ging p~eva·ling assumptions co'lcerring 
strategie~ for catching liar$. The promise ami limicwors of ead' of non-verbalibody 
la'lguage., facial, verba:flinguistk, and pl,ysiological channel~ in detecting deception are 
discussed. In observing the absence of a single cue or behavioural channel that 
consistently reveals deceptior, a holiuic approach wit"' cor:::urren: :l!ttention to 

mu:tiple channels of a !arget's behaviour (1Ceal!y v.deotaped for rev:ew) and changes 
from basel me behaviour is recommended w"er1ever possible Amor"~g the best-validated 
cues to be cor~sidered together indude: illust~ators. blink and pause rate, speech rate, 
vague descriptions. repeated details, contextual embedding, reproductiofl of conversi!:
tions. and emotional 'leakage' in the face While advocat•ng a reliance Oil em;Jiricai 
evidence, we observe that few s:udles of high-stakes deception yet hav"C been conducted. 
Further, S01;'Je manifestations of lying are highly idiosyncratic and difficult to address in 
quantitative :€search, pointing to :he need fer keen observation skills, and psychological 
ins:ght. A recurring t.'leme is the need for the field to devise innovative approaches for 
studying high-stakes lies to promote ecological va:idity. Ultimately, suc'l work will 
provide a strong founda!ion for the responsible application of deception researc~ in 
forensic and security settings. 

Unles.;, you happen to live on a desert island and this issue of Legal and Criminological 
Psychology arrived in a bottle, chances are good that you have been iied to and possibly 
used deception at some point today. Deception is a ma;or aspect of social intemction; 
people admit to using it in 14% of cmails, 27% of face-to-face inter.!Ctions, and 37% of 
phone calls (Hancock, 2007), and He on average about tw-ice a day (DePau:o, Kashy, 
Kirkendol, Wyer, & Epstein, 1996). Thus, unlike most of the specialized topics covered in 
this special issue, deception is not specific to the forensic context; it is a fundamental 
aspect of human behaviour likely having emerged early in i:urnan evolutionary history 
(e K Lhingstone Smith, 2004). Given the scale of interpersonal deception and the 
extensive research devoted to its study (see VriJ, 2008a), writing a journal article on 'what 
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works' in deception detectioe initially seemed daunting. Ou~ focus here, however, is not 
on ubiquitous and well-studied everyday lies- most of which are never caught, nor, one 
might argue, should they be - but rather un what might v.rork in catching serious lies of 
serious consequences- those euncern:ng criminal, or even terrorist, at:tivity. 

High-stakes Hes should be easy to spot . .. but they•re not 
Research on high-stakes lies is embryonk: relative to that of trivial ones. Although tt'.ere 
remains much to learn about such lies, a critical tnlism is that 'deceptive behaviour' can 
dept:nd heavily on the potential outcome for the liar. lies of consequence gener.dly are 
more difficult tn te;J th;m other lies and should be accompanied by more salient behavioural 
signs, or 'leakage' (the 'motivatior:al impairment effect"~ DePaulo & Kirkendol, 1989), 
di.sccrnable to the informed observer, ly:ng about one's knowledge of a committed or 
planned crime can be a compk:x undertaking and enormously stressful for most people. 
Telling such lies entails a tough acting job, the liar must concurrently keep the details of 
his/her lines straigt'.t and appear 'credible' to a potentially apprehensive listener whose 
conclusion about the deceiver's veracity may determine hist1ler fute. ~any high-sta~es lies 
are accompan1ed by :iJOWerful emotions -fear, remorse, anger, or even excitement - that 
must be inhibited and/or convindngly faked. Consider the would-be terrorist, !'imi!ing and 
chatting politely w~th airpor.: staff while covertly feeling intense ~latred and contempt 
towards his intended targets, and perhaps fear of discovery and/or death. Or the mother 
publicly pleading for the safe retuni of a child who, in re2.lity, she has murdered. Each 
of these !ia!"s n!.ust concurrently monitor !1is/her body language, facial expressions, and 
stories while deaiing with an a~varer:ess of the potent consequences of gettmg caught 

This complex blend of affe(:tivt: 11nU cognitive dements required for such high-stakes 
lies potentially is good news for the iie catcher_ Yet, observers often dn not sec thrm1gh 
such ma:>querades. Soon after killing his pregnant wife Liana in 2005, Michael White gave a 
videotaped statement to the Canadian media pleading with apparent anguish for her safe 
return and eliciting widespread sympathy. After overwhelming evidence linked him to 

Uana'ti murder, her mother L'OmmenteU that the p~ea had 'fooled us all' (The Canadiar. 
Press, 2006). During the 1938 rr.eeting in Munich, ~eville Cham'tJerlain scrutinize<! 
Hitler's fJ.ce as Hitler swore that he would not inv-ade C7..echoslovakia, concluding 'Igor 
the impression that here wa~ a :nan who could be relied upon when he had given his 
word' (see Ekman, 1992); a deception detection failure t:r.at contributed to a global 
catastrophe. While Liana's mother and Chamberlain were amateur lie catchers (regarding 
the latter, politicians arc better known for their ~kill at lying than at spotting lies), evee 
tmined profe.;.sional lie catchers often .:'ail in dett:cting !1igh·stakes lies. When Vrij an-d 
Mann (200la) showed clips of White-type 'pleader:> to police officers to evalua:e ~heir 
truthfulness, the officers could have flipped a coin and performed as well. Indirect 
evidence sugges!s thar these findings based on pa.o;,<;.ive judgment t3.sks - a common 
critique levelled against deception research - may playout in forensic interviews For 
example:, psychopaths- who have a high recid~vism rate and lie prodigiously- are more 
than twice as likely as their non-psychopathic counterparts to be granted parole af-.:er the 
parole interview (Porter, ten Brinke, & Wilson. 2009), 'While some research has indicated 
that certain professional groups (e.g. see Ekman & O'Sul:ivan, 1991; Ekman, O'Sul!ivan, 
& Frank, 1999; Mann, Vrij, & Bull, 2004) and individuals, or 'wizards' (O'Sullivan & 

Ekman, 2004), are better than chance at detecting lies (but see Bond & Uys.a!, 2007), the 
typical patter!l is one of mediocre performance sometimes combined with inflated 
confidence. a formula for disaster in forensic settings. 
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So given our premise that the behavioural consequences of high-stakes lies should be 

more salient than th~e of trivial ones, why <tre they so often successful? For one thing, 

even if high-stakes lies arc accompanied by elevated cue !>alienee, their identification may 

not tr.mslate into an easy task if observers do not know what to look for. Yet, the Supreme 

Court of Canada concluded that mere common sense was needed for jurors to identify a 
deceptive witness (R. v. Marquard, 1993), so long as his/her fac._·e and demeanour were 

observable (R. v. B. (K.G.), 1993). Ft:rthcr, we ;md other groups have found that ju<!ges 

and other !ega: decision makers report beliefs concerning 'valid cues' to deception th<~t 

are completely false (e.g. Porter & ten Brinke, 2009). Obliterating the common sense 

judicial notion, a str:ng of ensuing wr-.. mgflll convictions clearlr were ca1.1Sed, in pa.rt, by 

the testimony of 'smooth and convi.ncing' liars (Wilson, 2003). Further complicating the 

tat.k is the observa~ion that the behavioural manikstations of lies may not O(:cur on a 

linear continuum accorCing to their gravi.ty. That is, there m:ty be qualitative, as well as 
quantitative, variations in the bchaviouml manifestations of lies of minor and major 

consequence. As we will explore, research shows that lying about serious crimes can 

g~nc:rate behavioural pattern~ discordant ·with those;: traditionally ldcnufied in the 

broader deception literature (e.g. Mann, Vrij, & Bull, 2002). So although bigh-swkes He~ 

subjectively may be harder for liars to tell, their bchaviouml manifestations arc nt:ither 

obvious nor necessarily simply magnified versions of those of lower stakes Lies. 
A final factor that helps to expla:n tl-.e problems that plague the detection of high 

sukes :ies is that tr.ere is ~o 'Pinnochio's nose'; no behaviouml channel lends itself to 

simple decision mlr:s in detectir.g lie . ., (\lrij, 2008a) One of the rno~t widely cired body 

language cues associated with deception is the 'illustrator·, or controllable hand and a~m 

gestures. DePaulo etat.·s (2003) ma;orreview fOund that liars tend to use fewer illustmtors 

than truth teEers. Despite the potential utility of the illustrator, however, caution is 

warrnnted in extending exlsting relevam findings to high-stakes :ies, criminal 

populations. or other skilled deceivers. The Elustrator s potential utility is maximized 

with che knowledge that it does tend to change i:l frequency dur~ng lying and that its 

manit'Cst:ttions are contingent on individual differences and contextual variables. 

Anecdotally, it appears tbat some sophisticated liars use il!ustmtors or other voluntary 
movements in an active v.:ay to enhance their credibility and/or distract attention from 

their high-stakes story. Consider Dill Clinton as he ;ted about the Lewinsky affair; ho:: waved 

his finger several times as he stated he 'did not have sexual relations with that woman', 

showing a burs-t of illustrator usc ~azi Adolf Eichmann shov.red a s:milar d~ception 
pattern in his interrogations; see Poner & Yuille, 1996)_ However, a case study ofSaddam 

Hussein during a CNN intervi~w indicated that - :n accordance with the typical pattern 

reported by DePaulo et at. - he Markedly reduced his illu.str.ator use when lying (Davis & 

Hadiks, 1995), unlike Clinton's finger-wagging. Thus, while the broad !irerature on low

stakes deception suggests a reduction in illustrators, high-stakes lies by SaC:c~am and 

Clinton were accompanied by a decrease and increase respectively. Clearly, v-.triations in 

patterns across individuals and context further complicate the would-be lie d~tector·s 

task. However, knowledge o~· individual and contextual factors influencing behaviour is 

an important step towards improving one's chance of catching high-stakes lies. 

Applying deception reseat"ch and challenging assumptions in 
practice. . and in science 
Two questions must be conside-red in deciding whethec existing scientific knowledge 

concerr.ing deception detection can be successfully applied L'f forensic contexts. 
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first. has research addressed :he manner in which decision makers attempt to catch liars 
(as a result of experience, traditional training, or 'natural' strategies) and the; major 
pitfalls that can lead to their mistakes? Further. are there evidem.:e-based strategies that 
could improve upon existic.g practices ar::d pitfalls? The first inquiry clearly warran:s a 
positive response. To the second, strong optimism is warranted, with the caveat that the 
body of research on high--stakes lies with forensic populations is in its infancy There is 
good reason to believe that behavioural manifestations -of deception may differ between 
students. who often serve as participants in deception .studies, and forensic popU:ations. 
Criminal offendt:rs sometimes re-tell major lies for years (Porter & Woodworth, .2007), 
have more valid knowledge about deception, consider lying to require less effort 
compared to ot_"rters, and outperform students on deception detection tasks (Granhag, 
Andersson, Stmm'W<l.JI, & Hartwig, 2004; Hartwig, Granhag, Stromwall, & Andersson, 
2004). Thus, as the field moves forwaid and knowledge on lying in forensic contexts 
grows, a constant goal should be to bridge the gaps berv.·een science and practice
Further, the publication of research challenging w-idespread ass:!mptions about 
deception detection is essential, as ts its communication to relevant professional groups. 
Fo:r example, research on the validity of Reid technique in identifying deceptive 
suspects - taught to hunCrcd~ of thousand:. ofinvestigator:5 internationally (fohn E. Reid 
& A-'isociates, .2004)- has be!ied its major limitations {Kassin & Fong, 1999; Vrij, Mann, & 
Fisher, 2006). \Vhile such research often is met with skepticism by stakeholders and 
practitioners, at !east it can lead to much-needed debate and self-reflection in the field 
(Blai.r & Kooi, 2004). 

We also are compelled to eng<~b>e in some (self) criHcism of the deception research 
field which itself has been guilty of sometimes mai:uaining unsupported assumptions, 
exemplified for conve-nience by two observations from our own work_ One example 
concerns motlv--ation: it has long seemed obvious that successful lie catchers must be 
highly motivated (e.g_ Granhag & Stmmwall, 2004). But what if excessive enthusi:L'5m 
can impair one's ability to detect lies by incn:asing tunnel vision? In a recent study, we 
manipula~ed lk ca~chcrs' mo:ivation level prior to a deception <.!.etection task. Contrary 
to the pr;;:vailing doctrine, excessive motivation decreased their accuracy and incre-ased 
confidence in their assessments - obviously, a dangerous combination r;;:sembling 
'tunne! vision' (Porter, l\1cCabe. Woodworth, & Peace, 2007). Secondly, we, !ike most 
everyone else it seemed, presumed the firm empirical foundation of the v.tlidity of 
micro-expressions in relation to deception. But in 2006, despite reading of anecdotal 
e~,oidence, we were unable to find any published empirical researd.1 on the 
phenomenon. For decades, the idea had !:>een err.braced with an extraordi:ury non
critical following in the scientific commt!nlty, Jaw enforcement, and, most recently, 
airport security (Porter & ten Brinkc, 2008). W:1ile suc!L an approach has m:.~ch potential 
value, we th:.nk its impler.1enta.tion was premature given the aforementioned lack of 
empirical attention it had received. So v...e began :o study micr<::>-<:xprcssions and f.acial 
expressions, more gene-rally, as a potential deception detection tooL While our findings 
supported the existence of Ekman micro-expressions, extensive coding of nearly 
700 genuine and falsified emotional expressior.s revt:aled that they occt:.rred i:1 only 2% 
of expressions, and sometimes apparently r.1eaninglessly in genuine expressions ('false 
positives'). All prevailing ass""Jmptions about lying - outside and withm our field - must 
be questioned empirically. 

ln moving forward in the fie:d of deceptioe detection, our previous oversights can 
senre as important lessons when evaluating new methods and phenomena touted as the 
Pirmochio's r.ose for which the field has been searching. Currently, a spotlight is shining 
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upon neuroscientists who have begun to examine brain function ming neuroimaging 
such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (C\1RI) as a means of detecting lies (sec 
Iacono, 2008; Vrij, 2008a). The rationale for this approach i_<; that areas of the brain 
associated with n..ocognition memory will be activated in a perpetrator but not :on 
innocent suspect when confronted with crime-related information (Wo!pe, Fo~ter. & 
Langleben, 2005). The general picture emerging from the early work is that deceptive 
knowledge is assodatt:d with increased prefrontal, parietal, and anterior cingutate 
cortex activation (Langleben et at., 2002; Spence et at.. 2004). Inevitably, companies 
have begun to offer tMRI deception detection services to investigators; nvo companies
Cephas in M:>ssachusetts and No Lie MR! in California -claim to detem1ine wi.th at leal't 
90% accuracy whether a subject is telling the truth (Stix, 2008). However, fewer than 
twenty published studies have examined brain funct:on during deception, leading ~o 
justifiable warnings concerning the premature application of neuroimagi.ng technolot,.~ 
in the legal system (Greely & Illes, 2007; \Volpe et at,, 2005), Specifically, Spence (2008) 
points to problems with replication, large individual. brain differences and no clear brain 
regions associated with truth telling. N"onctheless, India has become the first country to 
convict someone of a crime: based on neuroscientific evidence. The defendant, Aditi 
Sharma, was accused of killing her fOrmer fiance, Udit Bharati, by poisoning his food. 
Usir.g a guilty knowledge approach, investigators placed 32 electrodes on her head and 
read aloud thei.r version of events, making such first-person statements as "I bought 
arsenic' and 'I met Udit at McDonald's', along with neutral statements like 'The sky is 
blue'. This approach apparently builds on previous Electroencephalogr.Jm methods that 
measure rhe amplitude of P300 dcctriL--al brain wave respor.ses to concealed 
autobiographical and incidentally acquired information (Giridhar.idas, 2008). The 
judge agreed that this test proved ·experiential knowledge' of committing the murder 
and corroborated other evidence, 

Given the alarming emergence of this type of evidence in the courtroom, there is an 
urgent need for independent research on its validity and the generalizabi!ity of existing 
finCings (Greely & Hies, 2007; Rosenfeld. 2005). Despite the potential of fMRI as a lie 
detection tool, existing studies have used low-stake!>, artificial tasks and small, 
homogenous groups of relatively unmotivated participants. Further, they often h01ve 
used traditional po1ygmph-style questioning methods, suggesting ~imilar theo~eticaJ 
shortcomings and potential suscepnbility to countermeasures (Wolpe et al., 2005). 
However, there is a hlg:h demand for objective lie detection methods and, with the mpid 
maturation of neuroimaging tools, such a technique might not be far in the future (for a 
detailed discussion of fMRl as a lie detecHon tooL see the invited Langleben, 2008 versus 
Spence, 2008 debate in Legal and Criminological Psychology). In the meantime, 
researchers must design !>tudies that offer a high levei of internal validity complemented 
by research with high-stakes li3IS, an.C seek converging evidence, If differences in the 
brain function of truth-tellers and liars are reliable. neuroimaging indeed wiH become a 
major weapon in the deception detection arsenal. 

Some systemic and natural pitfalls in detecting lies 
In ameliorating the apparent problems of detecting lies in forensic settings, the manner 
in which mistakes so often get made must be elucidated. One major problem is the 
widespread imptcmentation of tools and training of questionable validity that can 
actively lead to errors, to the extent of eliciting poor, even below-chance performance 
(e,g. Kassin, 2008; KassL<1 & Fong, 1999; Porter, Woodworth, & Birr, 2000). Oearly, 
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approaches involving cot:rdon or torture - endorsed by many governments around the 
world - not only are unethical but aho largely ineffective in discriminating liars and 
truth-tellers, particularly in tt:rms of false positive errors includ~ng false confessioru. 
(Costanzo, Gerrity, & Lykes, 2007~ Ka~sin, 2005). Tbs problem also plagues r:1e 
polygraph, the most widely used tt:chnulogical tool for discriminating liars and truth
tellers. While it is not without merit (for example, it can did: valid confession~ from 
some perpetrators), laboratory anC field studies suggest that the control q~.:estion test 
(CQ1) suffers from a high false positive rate, often cla5sifying honest suspects as being 
deceptive, whi;e the guilty knowledge test (genem!ly viewed as a better but under-used 
alternative to the CQD under-iden~cs liars, exhibiting fabe negative errors (E!aad, 
Ginton, & Ben·Shakhar, 1994; Jacono. 2008; ~Iacl..aren, 2001; Vrij. 2008a). Although 
space precludes a thorough review here, the -weak theoretical basis of common 
interview techniques, tenuous relationship between nervousness and deception, lack of 
test and scoring standardization, use of approximate measures of ground truth and 
successful counterr.:1easures have, with some exceptions (e.g. Honts, 2004), led to :1 

general skepticis..:n of polygraphy in the field of psychology am! law (e.g. Ben-Shakhar, 
2008; [acono, 2008; Vrij, 2U08a). Other physiology-based approaches such as Voice 
Stress Analysis arc largely i.neffectivt: in discriminating liars and truth-tellers (Gamer, Riil, 
Vosscl, & Godert, 2006), likely for the same reason as polygraphy - physiological 
reactions associated with nervousness do not always accompany lies, and truth-tel!ers 
often experience contextual arousal unrelated to deception, 

A second line of work relevant to understanding pitfalls in catching Liars l:as focused 
on more ·natural' bi:~.ses in legal c!ecision-making (see Vrij. 2008a), It long has been 
recognized that human decision-making in general can be iTrational (e.g. Kahneman & 
Tvcrsky, 1982) and that such irrationality is -witnessed in forensic contexts (5t:t: also the 
contribu:ion by Alison, Goodwill and Almond to this special issue). For example, critical 
thinking errors, a reliance on false stereotypes, and the influence of 6chemas can 
influence judicial decisions (e.g. Stromwall & Gr.mhag, 2003; Vrij, 2000, 2004; Vrij & 
Mann, 200<J:). Evaluations of truthfulness, specifically in forensic settings, may be flawed 
due to human bi;u;es. sometimes leading directly to wrongful decisions of culpability, 
Dangerous dech;ions theory (DDT; Porttr & ten Brinke, 2009) describe~ the 'path' of 
psychological processes leading to mistaken evah;atlons of honesty and ultimately 
leading to -wrongful judicial outcomes. According to DDT, the reading of a suspect's, 
witness's, or defendant'!; face and emotional expression" plays a powerful and enduring 
role in initiati.ng a series of 'dangerous' decisions concerning honesty. To takt a 
courtroom example: potent but often inaccuntte intuitive judgments by jurors of a 
defendant's general ·uustworthine,.s' occur rapidly upon ~-eing hi.sihcr face for the first 
time, with a substantial influence on the manner in which the credibility of subsequent 
information from and about the inCiv~dual is interpxted (Bar, Net a, & Linz, 2006; Willis 
& Todorov. 2006). Despite the lack of validity associated witll such intuitive asses~ments 
of :..-ustworth:ness (Porter. England, juodis, & ten Brinkc, 2008), :hey are eno:.:ouraged 
by judges (seeR. v. Lifchus, 1997; R. v. Mervyn, 2003; R. v, Roble, 2004; R_ v_ S. (R.D), 
1997). Based on this immediate evaluation, ensuing inferences about his/her honesty 
-will hecome progressively irrational. but seem subjectively rational according to the 
decision ma;.cer's deception schemas and heuri5tics (including false no!lons such as the 
gaze aversion hypothesis). Such false ideas about liars' bchavjour can (subconsciously) 
buttress the init~a! impression of the su!)ject'.s perceived trusn.vorthiness. 

Although most decision ma.'..-ers likely are motivated in their effOrts to decide on 
'truth', high motivation can exacerbate the level of bia.<; in decisions about credibi:ity 
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leading to progrest-ivdy irrational judgments about the defendant and possibly guilt 
presumption (:bk & Granhag, 2007; Meissner & Kassin, 2002), As memioned, excc~s!ve 
motivation itself may be negatively associated 'vith the accuracy of deccptlo:; judgmc:nts. 
(Porter, :vtcCabe et al., 2007). Over-zealousness, .;..:oupled with the complexity of 
spotting lies, may serve to increase the power of the initial perception of trustworthiness 
and facilitate tunnel vision. [n a preliminary study of DDT using a mock jury par.idigm, 
Porter, Gustaw, and ten Brinke {2009) presented participants with vignettes of the s;Ime 
crimes acco:npanied either by a photo of a defendant whose face previously had been 
rated (in a pilot study) as appearing highly trustworthy or untrustworthy. !t was found 
th~H participants required less evidence before finding an untrusEW"orthy defendant 
guilty of murder. When presented with r:mjor exonerating evidence (DNA implicating 
someone else), participants changed their verdict to not guilty 84% of the time for 
trustworthy-looking defendants but only 42% of the tin:e for untr.JStw-orthy-Jooking 
ones. Previous work had a!ready established that baby-faced individuals receive mo~e 
lt:nient juCicial outcomes than marure·faced individuals and African American offenders 
with more Afrocentric f.tcial features ret:cive harsher sentences than those with fewer 
such features (Blair, judd, & Cl".apleau, 2004; Zebrowitz & McDonald, 1991). Further, 
attr&Oive defendants are more likely to be found not gwlty, handed shorter sentences, 
and considered less dangerous than unattractive individuals (e.g, Bull & Rumsey. 1988; 
Downs & Lyons, 1991; Esses & Webster, 1988). Although our experiment die! not 
address lying specifically and more ecologicaHy valid research must follow (perhaps 
looking at wrongful conviclon cases), instantaneous assessments of trustworthiness 
may play a major role in decisions of honesty and the as~imilation of subsequent 
evidence about a subject. Simply put, certain faces are more credible than others 
regardless of ac~ual honesty. Hopefully. but remaining to :X: seen, an awarem:ss of Sllch 

b:ases will reduce ther negative impact on the detection of lies. 

What works? Improving deception detection by attending to the best 
information 
In facilitating the detection of high-stakes lies, the lie catcher m:..~st complement an 
avoidance of such pitfalls with a reliance on the most valid inform:arion available. ln 
theory, the behavioural presentation of liars and truth-tellers will differ because of the 
elevated arousal, cognitive load, and/or ceq uired behavioural control associated with 
lying (Vrij, 2008a). The liar is forced to avoid betraying rhe deception by controlling 
feelings of guilt or excitement and monitoring his/her words to keep the story stro~ight. 
While presenting enough detail to appear credible, the liar must avoid the provision of 
excessive information that could lead to problems reGIIling and maintaining the lie. 
Whik telling the tale, the liar must try to comrol facial expressions, and monitor body 
language. This necessary 'multi-tasking shoukl. reduce the levd of consciol!s C01Urol 
over each channel, and increase the amount of relative 'leakage' from on~:: or the 
other(s), depending on to which he/she is devoting relative degrees of effort. In gencml, 
because liars have more on their mind than truth tellers, many opportunities arise for 
the unintentional communication of the deception. The prediction that patterns of 
behavlour tend to change from truth telling to l}ing has empirical support (e.g. Vrij & 
Mann. 200lb)_ Again, however, most Ceception studie~ have focused on lies tlla( are 
trivial relative to those about crime or terrorism and more ecologically valid rese;trch is 
needed. Keeping this in mir.d, we turn to each of these channels that might assist in 
catd:.ing the motivated liar. 
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Non-verbal/body language indicators of deception 

In theory, one should be clo:>ely attuned to changes in a subject's body language in 

assessing his/he:- honesty, attending to both voluntary and involuntary movement~. The 

broad literature on deception substantiates that there are associations between body 

language and lying, although such relations generally are modest across studies. ln their 

review, DePaulo et al (2003) found that liars used fewer illustrators and pressed their 

lips together more frequently than truth tellers. They also found that stereotypical cues 

such as fidgeting and gaze aversion were unrelated to deception. Relative to other 

po:ential body language cues, the illustrator has both a theoretical foundation and 

empirical support. Motivated liars may be highly aW'.trt oft he imponance of controlling 

thdr body language in appeanng credible and over-control voluntary movements. Liars 

may appear more rigid than usual, showing a reduction in hanC and arm movements in 

trying to appear calm. Funher, the cognitive complexity associated with high-stakes 

deception may result in a neglect of one'!> natural communicative style via body 

language, decreasing the use of illustrators. 
Despite the potential ut<lity of the illustrator, ';:he reduction in arm movements 

assrn:::ated with low-stakes, student produced deception does not appear to translate 

smoothly to .!1igh-~takes lies by criminal or other skilled deceivers. Only three studies in 

DePaulo et at:s review examined fo.:ensic samples and the few studies focusing on non

verbal deceptive behaviour by offenders in low-stakes scenari~ find different patten1s 

to those witnessed in non-offenders. Klaver, Lee, and Hart (2007) found that offenders 

did not show a reduction in illustrator use when lying about a video they had viewcC, 

contradicting the typical pattern in non-offenders. Pocter. Doucette, Earle, and Mac::"l'eil 

(2008) found that offenders, unlike students, showed an increase in self

manipulations/adaptors (e.g. ~auching their heads) v.rhen lying about personal 

experiences. We have discussed previously the anecdotal cases of Sadd.am Hussein 

and Bill Clbton Curing high·stakes lies {accompanied by a decrease and increase in 

illustrator u.se. respectively). Tt:us, despite the complex pattern of results, it is 

reasonable to asso.::iate :najor departures fmm baseline (whether an increa..-..e or 

decrea.se) iEustramr use with likely deception. 

Ground-breaking studies by Vrij and colleagues were the first and only to code the 

non"verbal behaviour of crimina: decehters during high-!itakes lying. Vrij and Mann 

(200 1 b) studied a murderer's behaviour during his police interview prior to and during 

his confession. \Vhen lying, he engaged in longer pauses, spoke more slowly, and made 

more non-ah speech disturbanc~. Next, !vlann et al. (2002) examined videos of police 

interviews -with si..xtcen diverse suspects whose crimes r,anged from theft to mu~der. 

Similar to the ca.se study findings, they engaged 1n longer palOses and blinked less when 

lying. As such, we can tentatively conclude lhat a lie catcher should be highly attuned 

to notable pauses during high-stakes narratives, again relative to baseline 

conununication style. 
In addition to exhibiting changes in voluntary movements, liars may communicate 

their hidden knowledge subconsciously through involuntary 'positive· signs in their 

body language. For example, Ekman (1992) observed a student subtly and unknowingly 

giving 'the finger' to a confederate professor who was berating her. We have observed 

other notable examples - even possib~e unconscious crime re-enactment by guilty, 

deceptive suspects - in working on various police cases. Although, we believe that the 

unconscious communication of covert information is potentially valuable to the lie 

catcher, its manifestations are difftcu;t to test empirically given that such actions are 
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idiosyncratic and closely tied to context, depending on the nature of the concealed 
information or feelings about the offence or interviewer, Further, the lie catcher must be 
careful not to misinterpret 'meaningless' movements and commit false positive errors, 
In our view, such behavioural signs are extremely useful in generating hypotheses and 
directing lines of questioning. 

The deceptive face: ~dentifying involuntary communication of concealed 
emotions 
The face is a dynamic canva~ on which emotions and intentions are communicated, and is 
scmtinlzed during a.ll social interactions (~artelH, Majib, & Pe!li, 2005). Considered a 
valuable gauge of credibility in legal settings, facial expressions can play a powerful rote in 
leading to (often mistaken) inferences about honesty. Despite its frequent misinterpreta
tion, the face has the great potential to communjcate a liar's covert psychological state in 
subtle but perceptible ways to the trained lie c--.atcher·s benefit. Lia!'S frequently must 
facilitate thei~ deceit by altering their expressions through simulating (expressing an 
unfelt emotion), masking (replacing a felt expression with a false one), o:' neutralizing 
(inhibiting a true emotion by appearing neutr,ji) an emotion (Ekman & Friesen, 1975). 
This can be particularly true for high-stakes lies, Perpetrators like White, for example, 
must mask their genuine feelings of anger, disgust, and/or guilt with fatse expressions of 
distress concerning the missing victim's --welfare. Facial expressions potentially are of 
great relevance in betraying motivated lies because of the difficulty of faking genuine 
emotions and the involuntary nature of the expression of powerful concealed ones. 

The idea that the deceptive face may communic3te hidden emotions was first 
studied in the 19th century by Duchenne (1862/1990) who examined the muscle 
actions of the smile. He noted that the com~on notion of a happiness expression is the 
contraction of the z:ygomatic major muscle -which :.1pturns the mouth corners into a 
smile. But when this muscle was stimulated elect:rically, the resulting expression did no: 
seem ·genuine'. As it turned out, the expression of felt happi:'"less also involves the 
orbicularis oculi around rhe eye wh1ch pulls the cheek up -whik slightly lowering the 
brow (later established by Ekrnan and colleagues: e.g. Ekman, Davidian, & Friesee, 
1990). Darwin (1872, p. 79) later noted: 'A man when moderately angry, or even when 
enmged, may command the movements of his body, but. . those muscles of the face 
which are least obedient to the will, will sometimes alone betray a slight and passing 
emotion'. He proposed that sorr:e facial actions associated with strong emotion cannot 
be inhibited voluntarily. Further, he suggested that the same muscle actions cannot be 
engaged voluntarily during emotional simulation Collectively, these propositions form 
the inhibition hypothesis (Ekman, 2003) which, although widely-assumed, was not 
directly examined untH recently. 

As mentioned, Porter and ten Brinke (2008) investigated the nature of fucial 
expressions accompanying four types of falsified or concealed universal emotions: 
lllppiness, sadness, fear, and disgust for t~e first time. Participants viewed powerful 
emotional images, responding with a genuine or convjncing but false expression while 
bei:lg judged by a na"ive observer. The 697-videotaped expressions then were ana1yze.d 
(each l/30th seconds fr:tme for more than 100,000 frames) by coders blind to expression 
veracity, The findings lent credibility to aspects of both Darwln's and Ekman's :deas but 
challenged others, The involuntary leakage of emotions was ubiquitous in .a way; no one 
was able to falsify emotions whhout such betrayals on at least one occasion (although 
most were sometimes successfui dece:vers). lnvoluntary expressions were r.ue:y 
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exprcsst:d across the entire face, instead appearir:g in the upper or lower face only (e g a 

smirk when attempting to appear sad) and often lasted up to a second in duration, much 

longer than traditionally typothesizcd. Further. participants were less successful at .faise 

displays of negative emotions than adopting a false 'happy face·, a potentially important 

li.•ding fo:r forensic settings. Previous studies also have found differences in the duration, 

onset, and offset times between genuine and false expressions of happiness and disgust 

(e.g. Fr.ank, Ekman, & Friesen, 2005; Hess & K!eck, 1990). Despite the salient presence of 

kakage in false expressions, nalve judges were able to discriminate genuine and 

deceptive expressions at a·level or.ly slightly above chance, 

Col:ectively, these preliminary results suggested that Knowledge offada! expressions 

could represent a potentially valuable tool ill helping to 1dcntify falsified erections 1n liars, 

particularly if the lie catcher has the luxury of a v:deo review. The face clearly harbours 

coven information and its further study couk! improve deception detection pract:ice m 

forensic .settir.gs. ~'hile our research was not on high-stakes deception, we hypothesize 

rhat even skilled liars moty not be able to completely suppress emotional ~eaka.ge in the 

fa<.:t: given its involuntary elements and porential for subconsciotJS communication (sec 

Dimberg, Thunberg, & Elmehed, 2000). However, while attention to .f.;.cial expressions 

has the potential to unmask false emotion, it can never reveal the source o!' the leaked 

emotion A flt:eting expression of fea:r on a suspt:(.:t's face, for example, could rep:rc:.:ent 

fea:r of"::>eing found ou~ or a fear of being falsely implicated< Following the idt:ntifica:ion of 

a. falsified emotion with appropriate questioning is essential (Ekman, 2006). 

A better understandir..g of the relt:Vance of ~he f.t'-'e in catching liars requires more 

ecologically valid studies of high-stakes lies and criminal oftCnders, including psychopaths 

who have a profOund emotional deficit (see Patrick, 20(16). Wbilc such ~tudies are not ca~y 

pr.actically or merhodologically, they can be done as Vrij and colleagues have 

demonstrAted. We currently are collecting and analyzing videos (about 60 so f-ar) frorr:. 

arot:.nd :he '.vorld in which relatives publicly plead for the retum of their missing loved 

ones. Uy selecting cases L'l which the fate of the missing person bas been established with 

certainry (e.g, DNA evidence), we have been able to ca:egorize honest individuals ve:rsus 

deceptive killers. We hypothesize that emotmna: expre>sions (coded by a 'blind' analyst) 

will be difficult for liars to control in such an extremely high-stakes setting. Eventually, we 

:1ope to devise a 'sincerity index' of expressions which, .vith validation, could serve as a 

guide to credibilicy assessment with similar high-stakes emotional liars. We encour-age 

deception !'esearche;s to develop Innovative approaches w studying this lung-recognized 

bm under-studied approach to identifying high-stakes lies_ 

ldentlfying verba\ signs of deception: A fusion of science and psychological 
insight 
Because lies in forensic contexts typically involve the production of verbal statement;;, 

researchers long have been interested in the quaHties of deceptive narratives and their 

m-anner of deliVCIT Both empirical and anecdotal evidence suggest that (relative to 

othe-r channels) there is much value in attendi:lg to language in catching liars (e.g. Porter 

& Yuille, 1995; Vrij, 2008b). 
Fi:rst, linguistic patterns can help in diffen:ntiating liars anC. trJth-tellers. TI1e b:road 

deception :iterature suggests that, relative to truth-telkrs, unprepared Ears tend to take 

lon_h>er to begin their responses wh1le prepared iiars exhibit a shorter response latency. 

Further, liars are more likely than truth-tellers to repeat words, phrases, and details 

(DePaulo et a/,, 2003: Porter, Yuille, & Lehman, 1999; Sporer & Schwandt, 2006), 
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In addition, the relatively recent development of computerized iinguisnc softwan: 
(linguistic inqu:iry and word count (LN'C); Pennebaker, Francis, & Booth, 2001) has 
established cues to dishonest speech. presumably beyond volitional control. 
Specifically, liars scudied to date tend to use fewer first-person pronouns (possibly to 
avoid accepting respor.s:bility) and more negarive emotion words such as hate and sad 
{possibly due to feelings of guilt)_ Research in which participants wrote about their 
views on personally significant topics (e.g. abortion) indicated that deceptive and 
trutl:ful narratives were disc:irr.inated by UWC with a mean accuracy of67% (Newman, 
Pennebaker, Berry, & Richards, 2003). While these findings wen:: derived from non
forensic samples, Bond and Lee (2005) ob:ained similar results in :malyzing the 
statements of incarcerated offenders telling lies about a video they had recen:ly watched 
(stdl low-stakes deception). Although this linguistic approach is promising. research 
with forensic samples and high-stakes lies is necessar-y ro esta!:>lish t!1e utility of 
linguistics as an applie(! deception detection tool. 

Secondly, much empirical attention has focused on q>.Jalitative aspects of details in 
deceptive versus truthful narratives. To clabora:e, we focus on the research on criteria
based content analysis (CBCA), the most wi(!cly studied statement a.nalysis approach, 
complemented by anecdotal observations. CllCA is based on the 'Lndeutsch 
hypothesis'. positing that accounts ba_-;ed on memory for an experienced event differ 
qualitatively and quantitatlvely from fictitious reports (Undeursch, 1967} This approach 
requires an analysis of nineteen 'reality criteria' in a statement with complementary 
consideration of a vaiidity d:ecklist concerning individual characteristics, witness 
motivations, and the pre-sence of other- evidence (see Vrij, 2008a). Re~ean:.:h on CBCA 
establishes that deceptive stories typic--.tlly receive lower CBCA scores than truthful 
ones; 80% of field and experimental studies reviewed by Vrij (2008a) found that more 
criteria occur in genuine versus fabricated descriptions. However, some criteria h:tve 
received more support than others; quantity of details, unstnJctured production, 
contextual embedding, and reprod~1ction of conversation have been supported in at 
least 50% of relevant studies. In contrast, related external associations, self-d.eprecatlon, 
and pardoning the perpetrator received support in fewer than 20% of relevant studies, 
The interpretation of CBCA results therefore must be 'globa..l' in which the ovemU 
pattern of scores is considered and the presence of individual criteria should not form 
the basis of a credibility decision. 

In our view, some limitations of CBCA include its susceptibility to 'coaching" (Vrij, 
Kneller, & Mann. 2000), the subjectivity of the final determination of credibility in the 
absence of a formal weighting :<.ysrem, the problematic validi.ty of seveml criteria. and an 
absence of a theoretical foundation fur each criterion. Further, there has been 
im;ufficient research on the statements of high-stakes deceivers for ·whom ground truth 
is known (i.e. true and false stories concerning cri.'Tie). The promL"ie in CBCA hes in the 
consistent validity of several of the criteria mentioned above in catching liars and the 
development of a standardized. weighting system for the criteria which could serve to 

increase its accenu . .:y and se!l.sithdty Further, novel and valid criteria could be added 
-while exist:ng, unsupported criteria should be emdicated. Another issue for researchers 
to consider, relating to the coaching/knowledge issue, is that most research on CBCA 
has been conducted on amateur deceivers. In considering cases of serious crime, skill 
and practice - perhaps even training in the case of terrorists - w;th lJing will almost 
certainly influence the quality of deceptive narratives. The influence of such cor..scious 
strategies and generalized deception skill on CBCA results rcqu:res empirical attention, 
However, the huge amount of thought and research devoted to CBCA strongly support 
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its current use as an effective deception detection tool, so long as the evaluator has 
knowledge of its proper manner of interpretation. 

Complementing formalized statement analysis is the recognition that liars sometimes 
betray themselves through language in idiosyncratic ~vays that are difficult to study 
empirically but are identifiable to a kten observer. We can refer to such unintentional 
subjective slips as 'verbai leakage'. For example, in some missing person cases, the 
perpetrator relative has referred to the trJ~sing person in the past tense. Before his v.ife's 
body was found, Scott Peterson referred to her in this way. 'God, the first word that 
corr.es to mind is, }'OU know, glorious. , She was amazir-g. She is amazing' (Ryan, 
2004). Such tense patterns (among other cues including dtnials, pronoun use, structure 
of the statement, etc) are considered in the verbal veraci:,.· tool scientific content 
analysis (SCA:-.1), developed by former polygrapher Avinoam Sapir and used widely by 
investigators around the worJd. Despite its face validity and the credibility widely 
granted to SCAN by investigators, ecologically valid research is sorely needed to confir:n 
:its validity (which is brought into question by a few lab-based studies; e.g. Porter & 
Yuille, 1996; Smith, 2001). Another speech idiosyncrasy, relating to deception by 
o!llis.Sioo, involves important details that are strategicaliy omitted by the liar in a 
narrative. In a murder case on which the authors were consulted, the suspect admitted 
to a vaguely defined argument with the victim on the rr:orning of the crime. Porter and 
Woodworth (2007) compared the narratives of homicide offenders with oftic1al reports, 
finding that offenders in general and p~ychopaths in particula!" were likely to mini~ize 
the extent of their planning and omit major crime details while maintaining an 
ostensibly credible report_ Thus, complementing standardized, empirically validated 
approaches such as CBCA, close attention to such narrative idiosync:rasie~ can be useful; 

this strategy scpplements a.'1. empirically driven decision about honesty and can lead to 
effective lines of questioning. In general, we - like Vrij (2008) - think that verbal cues 
represent one of the key considerations in catching high-stakes liars, 

Integrative approaches 
While research has highlighted some potentially valuable non-verbal, facial, and verbal 
cues to deception, the influence of contextual and individual difference variables must 
be kept in mind by the lie catcher. To date, verhal cues to deception have received t!1e 
most re5earch attention and consistent support, leading Vrij (2008b) to advocate a shift 
of attention to verbal cues in police practice in an attempt to increase accuracy and 
reduce lie biases associated with non-verbal behaviour stereotypes. While we agree v.ith 
this conr.ention in part, we believe that both facial and r..on-verbal cues can assist the 
informed investigator, And further it must be recognized ti":.at, despite its prominence in 
the theoretical literature and popular science, ~he face is largely uncharted territory in 
the deception area from an empirical perspective. It could offer an extremely imp{)rtant 
avenue for catching liars with !'urther research and validation. Porter et al, (2000) 
demonstr.~.ted that a holistic approac..f! addres,.;ing deception myths, dispelling notions of 
detecting lies with common sense or intuition, and describing the 'most' and 'least' 
reliable verhal and non-verbal behavioural manifestations of lying, combined with 
practice and feedback led to an improvement in deception C.etection of parole officers 
(from 40.4% at baseline to 76,7% accuracy) over two days of intensive training. More 
recently, or.ly 2 hours of this type of (updated) training was scccessful in producing a 
modest (12% change), but stat:sticaHy significant, increase in participants' ability to 
detect deception in videotaped narr.1tives. 
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While the presence of a single beha.viourJ.1 cue may not provide convincing evidence 
for deception, the co-occunence of multiple cues from 'WOrds, body, and face should 
provide the He catcher with increased confidence that deception has occurred, In 
situations that allow, the validity of st.<ch a multi-cue approach might be bolstered by the 
baseline method. We suggest that if the lie catcher has the benefit o! solU1d kno"Wledge 
of a target's baseline truthful behaviour (ideally videotaped along with the potential 
deceptton) and observes a consistent change in illustrator lise, pause length, speech rate 
and/or other behaviours, it IilliY be evidence for deception to be considered along with 
other informa~ion. [nan interview context, such behaviour should arouse suspicion and 
!eaC to focused questioning_ One caveat to the baseline method is that a comparable 
baseline is necessary. A change in setting, subject matter or stakes during an interview, 
to name a few factors, may also lead to behavioural changes that should not necessarily 
be attributed to deception. As such, the interviewer would be wi.se to inquire about 
comparable truthful events for which ground truth is known before (and perhaps after) 
the crime or key event is discussed. This can be a cha!lenge but is not impossible and 
will depend on the target and type of crime. Questions .about past crimes and known 
traumatic experiences (death of a loved one) are examples of inquiries that could be 
used to establish basdine non-verbal behavioural patterns. 

Moving -forward: New issues and the future of deception research cyber 
deception 
Ever-advancing techr.o!ogy ~as introduced new channels through .vhich interpersonal 
deception occurs and new tools for its detection. As on-Jine communication becomes ~L 
progressive-ly pervasive aspect of life, cyber deception inevitably has increased. 
Deception is extremely common i:l e-mail, instant messaging, chatrooms. and on-line 
dating Sltes (Hancock, 2007; Hancock, Thom-Santelli, & Ritchie, 2004; Toma, Hancock, 
& Ellison, 2008; Whitty, 2002; Whitty & CarviUe, 2008), and extends to major cyber 
crime such as fraud and child exploitation on a massive scale. By examining linguistic 
markers, researchers are beginning to understand deceptive behaviour in cyberspace 
interactions. For ex.tmple, during instant messaging deceivers tend to be more 
'involved' in the conversation than tntth-tellers, initiating conversations rr.ore oftt;:n, 
writing longer messages, and takL"1g shorter breail:s between sent messages, while 
distancing themselves from the He by using fewer self-oriented pronouns (e.g. Hancock, 
Curry, Goorha, & Woodw-orth, 2008; Zhou, 2005). This line of lingt:istic research, 
aithough in lts i!1fancy, .!1as much potential social relevance. From a forensic perspective, 
the study of internet comm~mications by criminal offenders is essential. 

Active interviewing strategies for detecting lies 
W"hile traditional deception research typically has focused on detection accuntcy in 
'passive' tasks such as judging videotaped speakers, recent work has been addressing 
the utility of 'strategic', active interviewing. approaches. While it is beyond the sco;:H': of 
this paper to explore investigative interviewing in a detailed way, we will highlight a few 
examples. One nnvd approach L'1 which deceivers' cognitive load is increased by asking 
them to recall the event in question in reverse-order (or introducing a secondary task) 
has been shown to exacerbate leakage in specific behavioural channels; reverse-order 
lies result in slower speech, more speech hesitationS/errors, and less contextual 
embedding (Vrij, Ma!m, Fisher, Leal, Milne, & Bull, 2008). Even more encouraging is that 
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police officer-"> were better at detecting deception among cognitively overloaded liars, 
achiev~ 58% accuracy without additional tr.uning. Another promismg approach, 
involv.es the strategic use of evidence. Using a simple multiple choice <f.JCStionnaire that 
asks denying suspects to provide - even guess if nect:1>~ry - ~heir knowledge of crime 
dctaiis. guilty :.uspects are likely to minimize their knowledge of thr.: crimr.: to the extent 
that they respond beWw the level of chance while innocent individuals would be 
r.:xpected to respond at chance (Porter, Stewart, & Campbell, 2007, see also the 
contribution by van Oo~ouw & Merckelbach to this special issue). ln a different v.:ay, 
the strategic use of evidence (SUE) ter.:hnique, capitalizes on the guilty individual's 
knowledge of the crime by asking specific-questions regarding incriminating details 
without revealing evidence known to the int~rview~r. In this way, deceivers arc 
challenged to provide a believable answer w-hile being careful not to leak incriminating 
evidence nor contmdict evidence that investigato:-s may have learned. In addition to 
increasing cognitive load for liars, guilty suspects are more likely ~o contradk1: :he 
evidence relative to .innocent individuals who gcncmlly adopt a 'tell it like it happened' 
strategy (Gmnhag & Hartwig, 2008; 5::"omwall, Hartwig, & Granhag, 2006). [mportantly, 
when police officers were so trained, they were able to detect deception in mock crime 
suspects with 85.4% accuracy compared to 56.1% by un~rained officers (Hartv.:ig, 
Gntnhag, Stromwa!l, & Kronkvlst, 2006). Jnconsister:cies also can be examined in the 
information provided by pairs of deceivers inteniewed separately. A recent study by Vrij 
el al. (2009) highlighted the benefit of a~k.ing unanticipated questions. Compari:lg 
accomplice responses to unconventional requests, including producing an illustration 
of the scene in question, resulted in the greatest discriminatory success. By examining 
responses frorr: deceptive accomplices, inconsistent answers c:a~sifit:d up to 80% of 
liars :;.nd rruth-tellers correctly. With further validation, the implementation of such 
active strategies has the potential to increase behavioural leakage and the detecth)n of 
lies in forensic interviews. 

Towards the truth: Putting it all together 
We have Ciscc.s~ed our current understanding of high-stakes deceptive behaviour, noting 
clear potentials in the field and acknow:edging limitations in current knowledge. Based 
on thi;<; review, we offer some recorr:mendations fnr deception detection research and 
practice. Most importantly for the future of deception detection research, there is a great 
need to examine forensic populations and high-stakes lies. Further research on the utility 
of behavioural cues in real police interviews, and the development of additional creative 
ways to acti.vely influence liars· behaviour are the next important steps in thls line of study. 
As researchers continue to search for the most effective means of detection deception, we 
must exercise caution when putting new techniques into practice. Despite the 
excitement that sometimes surrounds the latest findings and technologies, we should 
learn from our past mistakes and follow empirical evidence rather than blind enthusiasm, 

Until further research on high·stakes lies is conducted. our three primary 
recommendations for lie catchers incrudc: (l) the need for education in rhe major 
pitfalls to avoid in catching lies and acknowledging the htponancc of eitical thinking to 
circumvent tannel vision associated with overLealousncss. Such educational training may 
take the form of didaCtiC empirically supported training sessions/workshops in deception 
detection, autodidactlc approaches wherein lie detectors arc c::coumged to keep up wtth 
the latest deception literature independen::ly, and critical discussions betw"cen colleagces 
to share the challenges and successe!> a!;sociatc:·d. wi:h specific cases: (2) armed with the 
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latest empirical knowledge of deceptive behaviour, the Jic catcher should direct his/her 
attention to prominent and :deally consistent changes from base:ine bduviou:r with a 
focus on the most rel:able specific cues to deception. While a perfectly reliable cue to 
deception likely does not exist, the combmation of attention to changes in non
verbal/body language, verbal, and facial channels- ideally videotaped- can provide the 
basis for an informed opinion about credibility, backed by other evidence. Specific cues 
with the strongest support ~o date include illustrators (a major increase or decrease), 
reduced b!ir.k rate, increased response latency, longer and more frequent pauses, 
reduced speech rate, vague descriptions. repeateddetaiJs, overly structured yroducrions, 
a lack of contextual embedding, and a lack of reproduced conversa:ion concerning 
incidents involving multiple persons (i.o:;::_ most s<.::rious crimes). Further, the lie ca[cher 
should be highly attuned to idiosyncratic 'slips' - including verbal (such as tense ch:mges; 
e.g. suspec~ in a missing persons case refers to the missing individual in the past tense) 
non-verbal (such as unconscious commur.ications to the inrerviewer includi:lg potential 
crime re-enactments), and facial cues (involuntary fleeting emotional expressions 
typically occurring in the upper or lower face only and false expressions more generally), 
and (3) depending on the context, the lie detector also should cons:der the use of stmtegic 
inttrviewing techniques such as manipulating a suspect's cognitive load, asking 
unanticipated questions, assessing response accuracy on guilty·knowledge question
naires, and the strategic use of evidence to direct que.s!ioning and detect deception. 

Together, the application of such strategies will assist in the identification of high
stakes liars a~d improve legal deciston-making more generally. 
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